Cleanroom Communications
Jurox

Rutherford, NSW

THE SITE
Jurox, Australia’s most innovative veterinary pharmaceutical manufacturer, is nestled in
the picturesque NSW Hunter Valley. Jurox believes success comes through high quality and
superior formulation.

CASE STUDY
PROJECT
Cleanroom Communications
CLIENT
JUROX
LOCATION
85 Gardiner St,
Rutherford
NSW 2320

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
• 5 x IP OR Master Stations
• 5 x fully sealed in wall back boxes

STATUS
Ongoing

Their dedication to customer service has proven to be a valuable asset to end-users, as word of
mouth referral by veterinarians, breeders and rural sellers continues to grow. From this, Jurox
has become a major player in the veterinary pharmaceuticals market and is rapidly becoming a
well known name in the rural animal health market. Jurox now offers more than 120 proprietary
veterinary and over-the counter lines to a diverse animal health market world-wide.
THE CHALLENGE
Jurox needed an effective, high quality clean room environment communication system in
conjunction with their existing telephone system.
THE SOLUTION
The on-site SIP telephone system was utlised to provide the Intercommunication, Public Address
and Evacuation services that Jurox required.
Featuring STENTOFON Clean Room Master Stations, with their sealed front foil for easy
sterilisation, people from within the positive pressure clean rooms can communicate to people
in the safe areas of the building, In the event of an emergency, employees can set off the
evacuation system, causing all telephones and intercom stations to emit an evacuation tone,
effectively warning all employees within the building, without allowing contamination to the
work areas in the event of a false alarm.
THE OUTCOME
Communication between rooms, intercom to telephone and intercom to public telephone network
is possible thanks to the easy integration of the SIP IP OR station and its state-of-the-art edge
technology and design.
Like all Vingtor-Stentofon stations, this IP OR station features superb audio quality.
This is enabled through a set of advanced technologies such as active noise filtering, acoustic
echo cancellation, wide band audio codec, and high power audio outputs.

stentofon.com.au
See www.stentofon.com.au for more information.

